Self-propelling surfactant droplets in chemically-confined microfluidics – cargo transport, drop-splitting and trajectory control†
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We demonstrate the applicability of self-propulsion as a passive driving mechanism for droplets in chemically-confined microfluidics. The droplets can be used to transport considerably sized solid cargo particles. We implemented thermal actuation as a steering mechanism for the droplets at fluidic junctions.

Open-surface microfluidic devices offer advantages over conventional pressure-driven channel-based microfluidic systems, such as easy access, but also suffer from draw-backs, e.g. the incompatibility with operation by mechanical pumps. Established liquid actuation techniques in open-surface microfluidics are optowetting, dielectrophoresis, thermocapillary actuation, and vibration as well as electrowetting, which has recently also been applied in open/closed-surface hybrid devices. Specifically with respect to cheap, single-use-type devices, a drawback of these techniques is the necessity of an external power source and the integration of electrodes or electric heating elements into the microfluidic system. A viable alternative for these kind of devices are passive liquid actuation mechanisms, which have been demonstrated for closed as well as open-surface microfluidic devices.

We illustrate the applicability of surfactant self-propulsion as a passive driving mechanism for droplets in chemically-confined microfluidics, eliminating the necessity of an externally powered actuation mechanism. The droplets, consisting of an insoluble surfactant, exhibit directed motion on thin films of a second liquid, termed sub-phase. These sub-phase layers are spatially confined by chemical surface patterns, forming fluidic pathways for the self-propelling droplets. We demonstrate transport of solid cargo particles with these droplets as well as drop splitting and routing at fluidic junctions in the chemical patterning. The driving force for the droplet motion has its origin in the Marangoni-flows induced by the non-uniform surfactant distribution around the droplets which can even sustain droplet motion against gravity. Related propulsion mechanisms for droplet transport along liquid-air as well as liquid-solid interfaces have been studied in recent years.

Our chemical patterning procedure,† based on photolithography and self-assembling mono-layers of per-fluorooctyltrichlorosilane was previously described, along with the subsequent cleaning step. Using this procedure we created chemically patterned surfaces on Si-substrates and borosilicate glass slides (thickness 130 μm), with hydrophilic stripes of length L ≥ 220 mm and width w = 1.5 mm on a hydrophobic background, as sketched in Fig. 1(a).

For experiments without cargo, a droplet of the surfactant cis-9-octadecen-1-ol (oleyl alcohol) is deposited near one end of the hydrophilic stripe using a glass fiber as a dip-pen. The droplet volumes V_D in our experiments ranged from 4–60 nl. After droplet deposition, the sub-phase liquid (film thickness h_0), a 0.55 wt% solution of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) in anhydrous glycerol, is evenly distributed on the remaining hydrophobic region using a Hamilton 1710RN gastight micro-syringe, excluding a small area around the surfactant droplet, see ESI.† Following deposition, the contact line of the sub-phase liquid advances towards the surfactant droplet due to capillary spreading, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). When the advancing sub-phase rivulet comes...
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Fig. 1 (a) Sketch of a typical hydrophobic/hydrophilic surface pattern. (b + c) Illustration of the mobilization of a droplet, (b) the sub-phase liquid spreads towards the droplets due to capillary pressure, (c) the droplet is in contact with the sub-phase, is mobilized, and propels along the confined sub-phase film. (d–g) Different stages in a propulsion experiment with initial film thickness h_0 = 295 μm. (d) Droplet (V_D ≈ 19 nl) prior to contact with the advancing sub-phase rivulet. (e) Droplet = 0.1 s after contact with the sub-phase, in the process of getting mobilized. (f,g) Droplet in an early (t = 1 s) and later stage of the propulsion (t = 77 s). The initially nearly half circular shape quickly relaxes towards a circular one.
in contact with the surfactant droplet ($t = 0$), the latter is mobilized and slides onto the rivulet, as shown in Fig. 1(c,e). Subsequently, the surfactant droplet self-propels along the rivulet, whereby strong film-thinning behind the advancing droplet is evident. Optical micrographs of droplet mobilization and self-propulsion along a chemically confined sub-phase film ($h_0 = 295 \mu m$) are shown in Fig. 1(d,e) and (f, g), respectively. The experiment was monitored using an Olympus BX-51 upright microscope, with the illuminating light passband-limited around a center wavelength of $\lambda = 650$ nm with a bandpass of $\Delta \lambda \approx 10$ nm.

Fig. 2(d) shows the position $X_D$ of a droplet ($V_D \approx 23$ nl) as a function of time $t$ for propulsion on a sub-phase film of thickness $h_0 = 325 \mu m$ (black circles). To very good approximation the dynamics are described by a power-law of the form $X_D = t^{0.55}$.

As illustrated in Fig. 2(d), the propulsion speed can be adjusted by modulating the sub-phase viscosity. Experimental data is shown for an experiment at $55 \degree C$ (green diamonds, $V_D \approx 9$ nl) and at $25 \degree C$ with $10 \%$ DI water added to the sub-phase (blue triangles, $V_D \approx 13$ nl), resulting in viscosities of $105$ mPa-s and $152$ mPa-s respectively (original sub-phase viscosity $\mu_{sub}(25 \degree C) = 870$ mPa-s). In both cases the observed propulsion speed is strongly increased, while $X_D(t)$ remains well approximated by a power-law of the form $X_D = t^{0.55}$.

Self-propelling droplets can be used to transport solid cargo particles. As a model cargo we used poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) beads, (Altuglass, density $= 1.19$ kg m$^{-3}$). In Fig. 2(a) a chemical surface pattern is sketched that facilitates controlled pickup of a cargo particle by the droplets. Prior to sub-phase deposition, the particle is deposited inside a hydrophilic wedge, a surfactant droplet is deposited on the tip of the hydrophilic wedge ($t_p = 0$), moves forward and, provided its volume $V_D$ is sufficient, reaches the cargo particle and engulfs it. This short distance propulsion is based on the increase in hydrophilic surface area covered by the droplet as it moves forward in the hydrophilic wedge.†

Experimental images of a typical pickup process are shown in Fig. 2(b) with the initial cargo position indicated by the black arrows on the bottom. After the surfactant droplet detached from the dippen ($t_p = 0$ s), it moved into the hydrophilic wedge, towards the cargo. When the droplet reached the cargo particle, it was initially drawn towards the droplet until it was completely engulfed ($t_p = 0.6$ s), after which it moved with the droplet along the hydrophilic wedge.

Following the pickup of the cargo particle, sub-phase is deposited and the mobilization of the droplet on the liquid sublayer occurs in the same fashion as for droplets without cargo. Experimental images of the mobilization and propulsion of a particle transporting droplets are shown in Fig. 2(c,e,g), for an experiment in side-view configuration and taken with an up-right microscope, respectively.

In Fig. 2(d) the position of a particle-conveying droplet is shown as a function of time by the red squares. It is evident that the droplet dynamics are basically equivalent with the ones for a droplet propelling without a cargo particle (black circles). We conducted experiments with as-received, hydrophobic beads as well as UV/ozone-treated (10 min), hydrophilic beads and found no difference in the transport behavior.

At binary junctions in the fluidic pathways, droplets can either be split or directed in one of the continuing branches. Experimental images of a splitting droplet ($V_D = 11$ nl) are shown in Fig. 3(a–c) ($h_0 = 250 \mu m$). When the droplet reached the junction ($t_j = 0$) it extended orthogonally to its original propulsion direction. After thinning in its center region the droplet split up and both daughter droplets propelled independently along their respective fluidic branches.†

By increasing the temperature of one of the junction branches, the droplets can be directed into the opposite branch, without breakup occurring. We used two different implementations to demonstrate this thermal steering, both for droplets with and without cargo.† The first is depicted in Fig. 3(d). A small PDMS flow cell is attached to the bottom of the patterned glass substrate directly underneath one of the branches. Fig. 3(e–h) show experimental images of a droplet ($V_D = 24$ nl) steered at a junction using this implementation ($h_0 = 285 \mu m$). Shortly before ($= 2$ s) the droplets reached the junction, water with a temperature of about $10 \degree C$ above ambient temperature ($25 \degree C$) was pumped through the flow cell at a flow rate of about $0.5$ ml s$^{-1}$. Due to the thin substrate thickness ($150 \mu m$), the sub-phase film on top of the heated area quickly reaches the same temperature as the heating liquid. The droplets retracted from the heated branch and propelled along the unheated branch.

In the second configuration, heating was performed using a focused infrared laser beam (λ = 1470 nm). The beam diameter at its focal point was 50 μm and the output power of the laser was measured to be 1 W. To ensure complete absorption of the laser beam, the patterned glass substrate was placed onto a Schott KG-3 infrared-absorbing glass slide. The entire setup was placed onto an inverted microscope to monitor the droplets. When they reached the junction ($t_j = 0$), the laser was triggered for 1.5 s to illuminate a spot
approximately 1 mm ahead of the droplets in one of the branches. As before, the droplets reliably propelled along the unheated branch.†

The mechanism underlying this thermal steering technique is a reduction of the interfacial and surface tension as well as a thermocapillary Marangoni stress opposing the surfactant-induced one in the heated branch. The resulting inequality of the capillary and contact line forces as well as Marangoni-stresses in the junction branches facilitates the described routing of droplets.

In summary, we presented droplets exhibiting self-sustained motion on liquid substrates, that can transport a solid particle and, at fluidic junctions, can be split or steered by thermal actuation. The independence from external power sources, integrated electrodes or heating elements for drop propulsion, makes the system specifically interesting for applications in inexpensive, single-use-type devices.
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